109316, Moscow, Volgogradsky prosp., 28
tel: +7 (495) 647-00-34 (multichannel)
E-mail: red@rcmm.ru
www.rcmm.ru

Price-list for video-shooting and editing
Prices are valid until 30.12.17

Service

Unit

Price

Notes
Shooting

Video-shooting

1 hour

1500 rub.

Presentation film or reel
production

1 shooting day (7
hours)

35000 rub

The price includes video-shooting with one camera in Moscow and the
Moscow region. (Min order – 3 hours)
HD-shooting, edit, titles, synchronization

1500 rub./hour
Presentation film or reel
production of customer’s
material

Overtime
1 hour of the
source material

20000 rub.

Runtime - 3 min
+15% for every additional minute

Video edit
Simple editing

1 hour of the
source material

6000 rub.

The price includes: defects deletion, extra and dull video deletion
(cleared with the customer), partition of assembled video into separate
scenes, DVD recording (at customer’s wish), video adapting for
Internet
Defects deletion, extra and dull video deletion (cleared with the
customer), partition of assembled video into separate scenes, DVD
recording (at customer’s wish). Titles (texts,headlines, commentaries).
Video adaptation for Internet.

Electronic editing

1 hour of the
source material

7000 rub.

DVD-duplication without
printing and jewel box
decoration
Transcribing of audio and
video-records (Russian)

1 disc

50 rub.

1 min.

50 rub.

If the quality of the record is poor– 100 rub.

1 min.

150 rub.

If the quality of the record is poor – 250 rub.

1 min.

1000 rub.

If a text is to be transcribed, the cost of transcribing is added

1800 characters

300 rub.

1800 characters

300 rub.

Additional services

Transcribing of audio and
video-records (English)
Translation from Russian
into English and from
English into Russian by
professional interpreters:
- voice-over narration
translation
- titles translation
Archive recordings
selection (chronicles,
topical material for a reel)

By agreement

Special offer
Special package1

1.5-2 hours

9000 rub.

Cameraman attendance, material selection, edit and vignette,
processing, logo and stills presented by the customer. Electronic media
Overtime
1500 rub./hour
recording.
Resulting in 1-1.5 min long record of interactive noise, background
music, provided by the customer (not including author's right,
corresponding documents provided)
Special package2
1.5-2 hours
14000 rub.
Cameraman attendance, speakers’ interviews video recording, separate
sound recording, transcribing and material selection, edit and vignette,
Overtime
1500 rub./hour
processing, logo and stills presented by a customer, titles. Electronic
media recording.
Resulting in 1.5-3 min long record and full video record without
assembling.
Prices are given net of VAT (18%) in rubles. A customer may pay in Russian rubles, US dollars or euro at the RF CB exchange rate for the date of
payment + 2%

